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Actively Manage Risk
Empower your talent to drive
productivity and reduce the cost of risk
with the RMIS built to deliver insight and
results

Bring Key Components 
Together and Turn Risk 

Into Opportunity

Staffing Safety and Risk 
Management 

Being Proactive Pays

It has made the claims reporting process so much easier for our 
staff. A claim is filed on the Aclaimant Site and then reported to the
appropriate carrier. It has cut down on errors in our filing process.

21.7% average reduction
in workers comp claims
costs

Reduction of administrative 
burden by up to 12 hours per
claim

50% average reduction in
claim lag time reporting

Active Risk Management is a strategy of
empowering your talent to more proactively
manage risk by leveraging technology that is
centralized, connected, accessible and data-
driven to deliver results such as:

Kerry S., Safety & Claims Manager, Luttrell Staffing Group
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About Aclaimant

Reduce Cost of Risk

Empower Your Talent

Drive Productivity and Insight

Learn More

SCHEDULE DEMO

Aclaimant empowers your talent to submit incidents when they occur, decreasing claim cost
and duration. Aclaimant’s data-driven platform enables you to see cost drivers at each
location or client level. Using a digitized risk management process lowers costs and
improves your insurability through reduced claim frequency and severity.

Empower placed talent to increase focus on serving customers instead of reacting to
accidents. Attract and better utilize superior risk and safety talent with a mobile-first, modern
technology and automation - creating a highly connected and effective risk and safety team.
Using a mobile-first modern technology with automation, managers can measure and enforce
safety knowledge at every branch.

Streamline and connect your placed talent, branches, safety groups, risk operations team, and
management with the Aclaimant platform. Mobile access provides talent at all locations the
ability to quickly report incidents or fill out safety assessments from day one on the job. Adopt
an incident-first workflow that proves instant access to data and insights.

Aclaimant was founded on the belief that everyone has the right to be a better risk and protect what matters
most. As the pioneer of Active Risk Management, Aclaimant enables staffing, construction, insurance brokers
and carriers, TPA’s and others to reduce the cost of risk and drive higher productivity while empowering
every employee to be a risk manager. This transforms how companies proactively manage data, people, and
processes through leading RMIS capabilities in workplace safety, incident and claims management, and
analytics. Thousands of safety and risk management professionals rely on Aclaimant daily to achieve better
outcomes.

Discover how Program Insurance Enterprises can help you  
start actively managing risk.
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